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Relating in project networks and innovation systems  

Theme F - Projects, Networks and Ecologies   

 

Abstract  

There are several approaches to study innovation. Systems Theories use analysis of the functions 

of their elements (subsystems) and their relations. A systemic theory like Triple Helix is based on 

the premises that relations between the policy, academia and industry subsystems are the means 

of production and utilization of innovation, and are also the means of drafting infrastructures to 

base unique networks of hybrid organizations like projects to deliver innovation. The question is 

how systemic relations are defined and conceptualized in the project literature and whether we 

can enhance our understanding of innovation systems by mapping dynamic interactions and 

causality in relating.  

This paper illuminates systemic relating as practiced between policy and projects in the 

EU innovation system. In order to do this, it is important to focus on a specific relational aspect of 

the relation between these actors and to produce a detailed mapping of their interactive 

dynamics. The paper studies how 14 innovation projects relate with the implementation part of 

EU policy. The results are organized in relational maps displaying the dynamic interaction 

between policy and projects. Based on these maps a causal flowchart is abstracted to explain 

policy-project systemic relations, filling explanatory gaps in both the Triple Helix and project 

networks literatures. According to the findings, policy implementation instruments need to be 

redesigned since they have a restrictive influence upon the management of the innovation 

project and specifically upon the management of change and of internal/external project 

relations.      

1. Introduction: How to study relating in innovation systems  

There are several approaches to study innovation systems, for example National Systems of 

Innovation, Technological Systems, Socio-Technical Systems, the Triple Helix and Network 

approaches all investigate innovation systems. The concept of the innovation system is a heuristic 

device that analyses the function of subsystems-actors, their polycentric [1] relationships and 

their dynamic interactions. The networks formed by these relationships/interactions are just one 

form of governance (besides markets and hierarchies); however, these networks are very 
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significant to the means of production (projects) when the end product is the creation, use and 

diffusion of innovation.  

There is general congruence between the different theoretical approaches on the generic 

functions of relations in innovation systems and their importance in the innovation chain, but 

because they emphasize different aspects of it there is the need for their findings to be combined 

and complemented with additional information about systemic relating.  

This study will provide a blueprint of the relation between the policy implementation 

subsystem and innovation projects in the Triple Helix. In order to do that the paper develops the 

argument from two perspectives: first, relating in the Triple Helix is discussed; second, relating in 

project networks is discussed. The first part of the argument highlights the main characteristics of 

systemic relations in the Triple Helix, and then it mentions the roles of the policy subsystem and 

the project. The second part of the argument clarifies the way projects relate in their networks 

and the frictions in these relations. Based on this information from the literature, a conceptual 

map is constructed to illustrate the idea.  

Then, findings from 14 projects reveal the patterns in the policy-project relations in the 

EU innovation system and two “relational maps” are constructed based on these patterns.  Based 

on these maps a causal flowchart is abstracted to explain policy-project systemic relations, filling 

a gap in both the Triple Helix and project networks literatures. 

The causal flowchart enhances our conceptual understanding of relational ties in 

innovation systems by looking at systemic relations at the meso-levels (subsystems - not 

individual actor relations). This is useful to policy designers as it reveals how policy can influence 

the management of projects.   

 

 

 

 

 

[1] Polycentricity which is the situation where subsystems are still important but they are forced 

to cooperate with other subsystems in carrying on with their particular function that is linked 

with the production system (Marshall, 2008).  
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2. Relating in the Triple Helix – tripartite systemic relations  

Innovation was initially considered by traditional economic models as an exclusively internal 

organisational activity, where actors were coming together to fix prices, pool finance and setup 

their marketing strategies. However, innovation actors lately align their production capabilities to 

manage their knowledge flows and broaden their knowledge bases and innovation repositories. 

Evolutionary innovation paradigms, such as the Triple Helix, better explain innovation as a non-

linear, interactive, learning process (Kaufmann and Tödtling, 2000; Malecki, 1997; Dosi, 1988). 

The Triple Helix is a spiral model capturing multiple reciprocal relations at different parts in the 

production process of innovation, by describing how the three main subsystems (government, 

academia and industry) relate with each other through processes of mutual adjustment to 

produce innovation (Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz, 1996; 1998). Innovation and technology policies 

are the outcome of their interaction, rather than a unique policy function (Viale and Etzkowitz, 

2005). During relating, actors’ boundaries open up allowing for emergent interdisciplinary multi-

actor collaborations to produce innovation (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorffr, 2000). This constant 

interaction is what makes innovation systems evolutionary; they do not come into equilibrium 

since there are in constant flux and there is no optimal system to compare them with.  The basic 

idea is that everything interacts with everything else (Padmore et al. 1998), although interactions 

and relations are researched from a macro level. 24-25  

Relating in Triple Helix has three basic effects upon actors: first, the internal 

transformation caused by the lateral ties and alliances of the actors; second, the influence each 

helix exerts upon the others; and third, an overlay of tripartite networks emerges that adds to the 

complexity of the already existing organizational networks. The situation becomes more complex 

due to the nature of these networks; different types of networks have different types of coupling 

and take different time and duration to develop..Their power patterns are different, their 

structures (horizontal and vertical) and value-adding chains are unique and increasingly becoming 

stretched towards either the international or the regional levels. The levels of formalization and 

standardization of their communications (infocracy) are different, their boundaries become 

blurred, the focal point of their gravitas shifts and follows changing patterns of asymmetric 

dependency and power, and therefore the levels of stability in these relations are challenged. The 

result is that the efficiency of networks to provide innovative advantages varies, usually because 

of problems related to social capital issues, such as:  

- It is difficult to achieve swift and well-coordinated adjustments in the system because of 

the lack of agreement between actors on the type-level-scope of adjustments. Alignment 
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between actors does not occur easily because of their diversity and the predominance of 

certain interactions over others (Edquist, 2000). 

- It is difficult to escape lock-ins due to actors being risk averse when investments are high 

and interdependence is close.  

- With time, networks become less fluid and develop routines, conventions and rules to 

facilitate organizational operations; actors insulate themselves, become enclosed in their 

boundaries and fossilize.   

- Subsystems use different means of communicating. The industry system is profit-oriented 

and communicates via the price mechanism. Academia aims at the production of knowledge 

and communicates via publications. Governmental policy has a range of instruments through 

which it supports, restricts, rewards, punishes and intervenes directly or indirectly in the 

markets and systems. Crossing the boundaries between different systems stimulates 

systemic changes; for instance, in the case of industry-academia interaction which often 

results in product innovation (Kaufmann and Tödtling, 2000).  

- Conflicts and tensions are salient in relational processes, especially between those that 

keep the system operating and those that provide the system with a new direction and 

strategic momentum (Baas and Boons, 2004; Pettigrew, Ferlie and McKee, 2001). There is a 

need to deal with the opposing forces of change and acceptance, stability and flexibility 

(Hoppe, 2005) because the development of a receptive context for change needs to coexist 

with the need for continuity.   

The evolutionary nature of the Triple Helix and the relations between the three domains 

are characterized by increasing overlap of production activities and role substitution (Leydesdorff 

and Etzkowitz, 2001). New types of relating in the Triple Helix emerge from role substitution, the 

transition from vertical to lateral coordination, mediation from hybrid boundary entities, strategic 

alliances favouring entrepreneurship and overlap of production activities (Debackere, Veugerels 

and Bouwen, 2000). Management practices get mixed and roles are not fixed. Organizational 

innovation at the interfaces becomes increasingly the precondition for technological innovation. 

Role substitution is the most important element in tripartite relations, which means that although 

policy, industry and academia have distinctly demarcated boundaries as systems, their activities 

start to overlap, with each adopting roles, activities and processes of the others. The university 

takes the role of industry by forming new firms in incubator facilities. Government takes the role 

of industry in providing venture capital to help start new firms. Industry takes the role of the 
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university in investing in training and research projects. Incrementally, the actors spur “hybrid 

organizations”, such as projects and spin-offs, and learn mixed (public-private) ways of organizing. 

The actors experience an incremental change in their structures, which change to fit the new 

roles imposed on them.  Policy’s role changes from the traditional direction of basic science to the 

facilitation and coordination of interaction to develop applied science. The salient characteristic 

of the new role of policy in the Triple Helix is its “bridging” function. Policy designers need to find 

an “adjusted” balance between intervention and quasi-governance instruments to help actors to 

cooperate and be entrepreneurial (Jauhiainen and Suorsa, 2008). This complicates the design of 

policy implementation, especially when the contemporary trend is the polarized shifts of the 

mode of knowledge production towards the international or the regional-local levels (Gibbons, 

1994).  

However, the Triple Helix model hypothesizes equality of systemic actors and that 

governments-as an equal partner- have the choice between laissez faire ideology and 

intervention (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000). This idea however, is contested by two facts: first, 

the need for government intervention and controls, because large scale radical changes have 

rarely taken place without public intervention at an early stage (Edquist, 2000); and second, 

because of power asymmetries. In sum, systems are considered to be composed of networks 

interacting with infrastructures that policy creates (Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1991), and this 

brings up a number of issues when ones designs innovation policy.  

- Clash between the needs for accountability, legitimization and democratic control with 

the orthogonal national control systems.  

- Need for smaller initiatives and specific-issue, fine-tuned policy interventions at the 

regional level to develop externalities.  

- Need for a rich environment of competing policies to provide SMEs and Universities with 

the resources to create knowledge jobs.   

-  Need to reorganize the public-private demarcation within organizations (e.g. research 

units like public research labs to be privatised).  

- Need for knowledge-based construction of public engines to drive innovation (like the 

army or the EU structural funds).   

- Need for open science in academia.  

The outcome of a well-designed innovation policy is the creation of a “development 

block” (Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1991) which is rich in entrepreneurial talent and which is a 

consequence of complementarities that may result under the catalytic presence of certain 
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3. Relating in project networks  

In the previous section we discussed how fluid, interchangeable and dynamic relating is between 

the three subsystems in an innovation system. We also discussed the role of policy in an 

innovation system and its mode of relating. In this section we will focus on how projects relate 

within their complex environments.  

Projects are an organizational form of production among functionally interdependent but 

legally autonomous actors. Projects are embedded in cooperative networks which support the 

speedy flow of resources, information and practices (Engwall, 2003) networks that exist in the 

matrix of the Triple Helix (Sydow and Staber, 2002) forming unique ecologies.  These networks 

are the cornerstone of project formation and are essentially large pools of expertise that function 

on reputation and informal contacts. Hellgren and Stjernberg (1995) claim that no single actor can 

act as legitimate authority and the networks are open (like system boundaries) with no definite 

criteria by which they can be identified and controlled. Project networks are temporally limited, 

dynamically changing and partially reconstructed from one project to the other [2]. Adding to this 

complexity, the uniqueness of project network relationships is emphasized by the gradual 

migration of the mode of knowledge production towards projectification [3] (Gibbons, 1994). The 

network ”fluidity” (or a constant “flux” in change management terms) is stemming from the 

nature of project networking -  temporary self-organizing and emergent collaboration which 

creates project ecologies with a variety of logics, identities, values and loyalties that have a 

different mode of transacting than traditional organizations (Grabher, 2004). A       

Intra-organisational, permanent and temporary linkages coexist in these networks, 

however these linkages are loose and hide into latent hibernating networks, unfolding through a 

process of noise and interpretation, reinforced by agglomeration and collocation. The recursive 

interplay between network structures, project activities and institutional frameworks becomes 

evident in these linkages. Dependence on familiarity, social identity and particularism of personal 

networks dependency on linkages becomes higher, but social integration is difficult to achieve 

due to the nomadic nature of labour mobility in project networks (Staber, 2004). Project relations 

are always in a state of ‘becoming’, reflecting processes of changing perceptions and 

interpretations and attempts to change the power balance. A project network is thus always at 

risk of dissolution, because of the open-ended dynamics of network relations (Sydow and Staber, 

2002).   

But projects require a certain degree of stability and durability to develop and exploit 

useful relational ties with others actors. They also need stability and durability in their internal 
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relations and operations. There is the tension between externally-derived (network) change 

which raises the demand for flexibility and internally-required (project) need for stability. 

Therefore we have a contradiction – a tension across the project boundary. To deal with this 

tension, projects can use institutional rules (e.g. contracting) and project leadership-boundary 

management to achieve certain levels of compromise between operational and relational 

flexibility and stability, something like trading some operational stability for relational flexibility to 

achieve a balance.  

This trade off results in a certain loss of control in project operations. Project operations 

become more flexible, which is not a negative thing because in this way innovation projects can 

achieve their goals equifinally. Operational flexibility and boundary openness are necessary for 

achieving innovative project goals, such as for example the creation of novel combinations of 

knowledge from the distinct competencies of different project participants. Too much openness 

however could be a source of error and stagnation if it increases cognitive distance between 

professionals. How this tension is resolved is to some extent a function of specific institutional 

environments. The institutional embeddedness [2] of project networks, (which is reflected in 

distinctive conventions, associational rules, and social practices), can either enable or constrain 

projects depending on how interpretive schemes, rules and resources are mobilized and 

actualized by the actors (Sydow and Staber, 2002).  

Project networks depend even more on supportive institutions to provide the regulative 

and normative resources necessary to coordinate themselves through collective structures of 

signification and legitimization (Sydow and Staber, 2002). Institutions also help the formation of 

local linkages and organisational perceptions, spurring episodic project collaboration with the 

intent to create more enduring project networks. These local linkages transform spatial 

agglomeration into a systemic cluster of interactions. Institutions also support local learning 

processes through “learning by switching” (Grabher, 2002). Action however is motivated by more 

than legitimacy, reflecting differences in power. While project networks depend on the general 

provision of institutional resources that support the coordination and legitimization of project 

activities, they are only loosely related to institutional infrastructures and they are not tied 

spatially to a particular institutional context. Local embeddedness does not preclude spatial 

mobility. The outcomes of these relational dynamics are to some extent open ended, not only 

because of difficulty to predict but also because the actors may at some point wish to relocate 

activities.   
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A second source of stability is formal agreements. Project relations are discrete, bounded 

and relatively short-term interactions characterized by division of roles and tasks and much of 

their stability is based on legal agreements and contractual requirements that reflect the nature 

of their informal professional networks, which are characterized by asymmetrical power 

relationships and tension between competition and collaboration. Relations between the 

contracting parties are regulated (Macneil, 1980; Davis, 2007) and establish consensus on role 

integrity, control and propriety of means. Relational contractual rules however do not guarantee 

the actual delivery of value but only support responsiveness. For that the rules seek to minimize 

professional cognitive distance and also provide “swift” trust, since project relations lack the 

critical ingredient of trust where expectations are standardized. Swift trust tries to resemble 

forms of trust in permanent organisations, which are based on principles and practices. This trust, 

however, works better when professional boundaries are clear. Processes of negotiations can 

create or destroy trust and affect the forming of future networks (Davis, 2007). A fact that 

complicates the creation of trust is that managers/intermediaries in project networks tend to 

built communities not based on the objective of knowledge production (e.g. product), but on 

practice (e.g. disease) in order to  overcome  their weakness to intensify innovation due to the 

lack of organizational support. This is because they are in a position only to negotiate in a power-

dependency and choice trade- off which is based on dealing with powerful professions and (Swan, 

Scarbrough and Robertson, 2002).     C   

A third source of stability for projects is organisational networks, which provide necessary 

management processes, including permanent and formal HR activities, since project organizing 

suffers from learning closure due to the lack of internal functional learning silos. This point is 

especially important since complex research projects need a diverse range of collaborators, roles 

and skills and demand certain incubation, warm - lead up period (Grabher, 2002; Jackson, 1999).  

The above tensions characterize the relational ties between the project and other actors 

in project networks. In this study we are going to focus on the tensions in the relational ties 

between the management of project activities and the implementation part of innovation policy. 

The levels of abstraction we are dealing with refer to the meso level –subsystems- by using 

aggregated results from multiple projects in parallel with a supranational policy at the 

programme management level. These tensions will become evident through the discussion of the 

findings and the conclusions and will reveal causal connections as to how these two actors relate.  
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A final note on the project relating part is the contradiction of literatures-that is between 

what the project network part advocating fluidity and the conventional project management 

methodologies, which are designed to make the processes of a project predictable enough to be 

managed in a reductionist way, but fall short to help managing the evolutionary non-linear 

processes in innovation projects (Shenhar and Dvir, 2007). This contradiction enhances the 

change-stability, flexibility-stability friction amongst the project boundary.  

Table 1 gives a summary of the issues discussed about relating in projects in networks and 

innovation systems.  

Section 4 will describe how we will investigate these concepts and the model to use to map 

empirical data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[2] Grabher’s project ecologies (2004) explain boundary fluidity with the constant reorganization, 

shifting and spanning in project networks. 

[3] Project networks are also studied through ecologies and the geography of knowledge 

creation, through territorial innovation models focusing on the linear ‘piping’ of tacit and codified 

knowledge embedded in a social context (Grabher, 2004).  
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Table 1: Summary of the arguments about relating in the Triple Helix, the policy and the project network (the author from literature review).  

 

 

Relating In Triple Helix – innovation system   In innovation policy  In project networks 

Definition  Relating is the process of constructing expectations and 

trust and negotiating rights and responsibilities across 

domains and systems – achieve consensus on rules of 

exchange  

Bridging and coordinating function - to 

organize and intervene directly in the 

production process or through 

institutionalizing actor behaviour and 

relations   

Relating – a  state  of a constant process of 

interpretation of exchange relations and change 

in power and operations  

Recursive interplay between network structures, 

project activities and institutional elements   

Types of 

relationships 

Long - term interaction that creates inter - 

organizational networks  - role substitution and overlap 

of production activities  through emerging hybrid 

organizations  

Policy relating is expressed through long-term 

strategic plans affecting every level of society 

and economy and short-term implementation 

instruments    

Temporary discrete, bounded and relatively short 

term alliances-  dynamic  fluidity and asymmetry   

Each project network is unique and is a mixture 

of relations   

Characteristics  

 

Relating was defined as an uncertain, equivocal, causally 

circular process of negotiation which is characterized by 

the conflict of choice vs determinism– creation of trust 

partly by interaction   

Focused and selective relating – value 

systems and monitoring mechanisms are 

responsible for the implementation of its 

strategy at the interface with other systems 

actors  

Spatial mobility - Frequency of interaction more 

important than time of relation - Uniqueness of 

relationships – specificity of knowledge 

production mode - role division - tasks based on 

legal requirements and professional specialties -  

asymmetrical power- tension of competition 

collaboration – swift trust  

Boundary  Boundaries are defined by domains, or where systems’ 

authority is determined by the actor’s ownership of 

resources, authority over process and meaning.  

Communication and interaction through the boundaries 

through the exchange of information and other 

resources –is based on dependency or autonomy  

Policy’s authority and role in the Triple Helix 

defines its boundaries  

Structure power, and the institutional 

framework define policy boundaries   

Role substitution and overlap of activities blur 

the boundaries of policy  

Boundaries are fluid and reorganize, blur, shift, 

span, expand and dissolve in constant flux 

defined by:  

a) Supportive institutions + key resources 

(expertise, reputation, legitimization) to form 

network ties    

b) project goals, resources and scope   

Goal  To create a development block – reach and intervene in 

the markets through supporting the emergence of 

innovation   

To organize, to support, to intervene in the 

system and promote innovation creation, 

development and deployment  

To achieve economies of recombination and 

repetition  

To produce innovation/project goals    
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4. Research design: Comparative multiple case studies  

4.1  Data collection and data sources  

The focus was to discover how projects relate to the EU Information Society policy - and to map 

these relations.  

The procedure was first to conduct a thorough search for official information on both 

programmes and projects, to collect data from policy and project documentation official 

publications (legal documents etc), ex ante and ex post programme evaluation reports, official 

websites etc. This data was used to construct the background of the case studies. The second step 

was to collect data from 24 focused, semi-structured interviews with the IST and eTEN project 

managers and participants in the project consortiums. The empirical part was based on 14 

(multiple) case studies, each describing a project run during the eHealth part of the 5
th

 FP 

Information Society programme.  

The case studies include two types of innovation projects: eTEN (electronic Trans 

European Networks) and IST (Information Society Technology) projects. The IST projects were 

designed and funded to develop telemedicine technology that will benefit healthcare services. 

The eTEN projects are required to either validate a market, or a viable venture to channel into the 

markets the already developed telemedicine technologies.  The sample consisted of 5 IST projects 

and 9 eTEN projects (a percentage of 29% of the total population).  

The semi-structured interviews followed a protocol of 10 questions so that first, they are 

easily replicated in several cases and second, that generalizable categorical cross-case analysis of 

the results will be feasible. The questions focused on two points: one on relating parameters and 

one on project management results.  

Multiple-case studies were chosen as the unit of analysis because they are suitable for 

explanatory studies, when investigating causal connections in complex circumstances because 

can be regarded as generalizable as multiple experiments (Yin, 2003; Rowley, 2002), because they 

represent an adequate part of the population and because they usually have a common protocol, 

they reinforce reliability and generalizability of findings regarding causality (Brannick and Roche, 

1997; Yin, 2003; Miles and Huberman, 1984). Multiple-case studies design allows exploring social 

phenomena through the use of a replication strategy performed in two stages--a literal 

replication stage and a theoretical replication stage, to verify or falsify the patterns identified in 

the initial cases. If all or most of the cases provide similar findings, there can be substantial 
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support for the development of a preliminary theory that describes phenomena (Brannick and 

Roche, 1997; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Eisenhardt, 1989). Therefore, the results of a cross-case 

pattern analysis are generalizable according to this rationale.   

4.2  Analysis Process  

 In complex and multivariate cases, explanatory cases make use of cross-case pattern-matching 

comparative techniques, looking for patterns by first examining the relationship amongst 

variables within each case, and then by making comparisons across the cases (Patton, 1997). 

Detailed descriptions for each case study were used to look for patterns in categorizing-classifying 

interview answers.  

Then the categorized data were transferred to tables and matrices, and through data 

reduction techniques, action patterns emerged which identified causality. The patterns for each 

case study were organized into chains of causality, or causal fragments. These causal fragments 

were then synthesized in relational maps; the relational maps show the common patterns 

between the cases that were reduced into a causal flowchart model which described the causality 

in systemic relations, filling a gap in both the Triple Helix and project networks literatures.  

Figure 2 depicts the basic idea of the study that will be used as a “relational map” to 

describe the dynamic interactions between the policy and the project. The study of the two 

relational maps (one for each type of project-IST and eTEN) will lead to the construction of a 

causal flowchart (Figure 5) which traces the relational ties between policy-project in the EU 

innovation system and contributes to the innovation systems and project networks literatures.  
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Figure 2: A relational map depicting the way the interactive dynamics are going to be illustrated (the author).   
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5. Discussion of findings: Information Society policy relating to the projects  

 

The EU innovation strategy during the 5
th

 FP intended to support the emergence and 

harmonization of competitive innovation markets through its Innovation programmes. The 

strategic rationale of these programmes was that by supporting collaborative consortiums, 

enterprise would emerge and the fragmented regional innovation systems would create links that 

would eventually lead to a common European Research Area (EUROPA, 2004g,h; IST, 

2004a,b,c,d,e) and markets that can absorb the innovation produced.   

 

Because EU institutions are of a post-national character (Caracostas and Soete, 2005) the 

EU could only direct and not control the process of implementing this strategy (Borras, 2003; 

Caracostas and Muldur, 2001). As national policies resisted or differed (Moussis, 2005) no 

significant supranational infrastructure convergence took place (Banchoff, 2002; Banda, 2002). 

Lack of alignment between national and regional innovation policies and systems resulted in 

fragmented, unsupportive infrastructures. This led to the rise of a multi-level system of innovation 

production (Borras, 2003) which included the substitution of national strategies and the 

emergence of additional “professional” markets that fed of EU funding (Caracostas and Soete, 

2005; Soete, 2000).  

 

Coordination of implementation was conducted through Framework Programmes (FPs), 

which were rule-based coordination mechanisms. The rationale of FPs was to manage the largest 

possible number of projects in order to increase the possibility of success. The EU standardized 

and bureaucratized the monitoring process (infocracy) of FPs in 1982, through the ‘continuous 

and systematic controlling through monitoring’ from Commission evaluators, since this enhances 

predictability and lowers the costs and risks of coordination. Levy (2000) suggests that these 

procedures could not be otherwise cause of the sheer volume of projects and evaluators. Since 

1996 the Commission has planned for simplification and harmonization of these procedures but 

these plans did not materialize up until the 5
th

 FP. Infocracy is more manageable and perhaps can 

be seen as a substitute for real coordination (Wigzell, 2002; Levy, 2000).  

The strategic rationale of the eHealth part of the Information Society was "Putting the 

Information Society at the Service of the Citizen Applications relating to Health".  Guided by this 

new paradigm research work carried out under the IST Programme in Key Action 1 ‘Systems and 

Services for the Citizen – Applications relating to Health’ aims at researching the technologies and 

applications that will fuel the future generation of IST systems for Health and their integration 
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into places of work, home and leisure, having as targets professionals’, citizens’ and patients’ 

needs. The aim was to create an 'intelligent environment' that allowed ubiquitous management 

of each person's health status, and assisted health professionals in coping with major health 

challenges. Thus the focus of Information Society Technology (IST) projects was on key 

technologies which could be built into 'smart clothes' and implants, software tools to help health 

professionals take the best possible decisions assuring patient safety, and networking 

multidisciplinary researchers in the fields of bio-informatics, genomics, and neuro-informatics to 

help create a new generation of eHealth systems.  

The eTEN projects on the other hand aimed to increase the deployment of their 

technology through market validation or deployment phases, based on existing or recently 

identified demand. The eTEN projects helped to move on from a business case (a good service 

idea) to a business plan (idea into practice). The rationale behind the eTENs did not require 

scientific research and explicitly directed that only a minimum number of researchers and 

technical trials should be employed in the course of an eTEN project (IST, 2005; information 

Society, 2005; IST World, 2004).  

However the majority of these high flying projects had a high “mortality” rate (Arnold, 

Clark and Muscio, 2005; EU DG report, 2004). The phenomenon appeared where projects existed 

to prove the point that technology works (Barlow, Bayer and Curry, 2006), and did not deliver 

comprehensive deployment or market creation or demand satisfaction. As a result, operational 

service problems escalated when they remained unresolved, adding to the increase in demand 

and complexity of services. However, we do not know exactly why and how this happens, it is just 

informed speculation that the policies are not calibrated enough to suit the practice. .    

There are three significant findings in this study describing the way systemic relations 

work in an innovation network and answer the above question. First, the focus of the IST and 

eTEN policy implementation instruments to measure project management efficiency (process) did 

not smooth the way to realize the project goals. The projects should be reviewed as a whole in 

terms of their overall effectiveness and outcomes in order for the EU strategy to be realized 

through the projects.  

 

The second finding is an extension of the first and points to the formality in the policy – 

project relation. Top-down evaluation procedures did not create the circumstances for harnessing 

and managing change within projects. It emerged from empirical responses that this was the 

weakest point of the policy: lack of appreciation of and dealing with change in projects. Change 
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aversion through infocracy (the standardization of communication) is what characterized the EU 

innovation policy system, through control and assessment instruments which focused on 

controlling efficiency in the project management processes instead of the project goal 

(effectiveness). The project manager had little room for flexibility. This was manifested in 

participation rules, where the policy tried to set the rules of project group identity, structure and 

behaviour and focused on assessing these. How could the project manager implement strategy 

when his power was limited in this way? Coordinators eventually focused on managing the 

relationships with policy and ended up using irrational strategies.   

 

The third finding is the enacting effect of project external and internal relating. There 

were two prominent types of relating: firstly the external ties with the main “stakeholder” system 

(policy) with which the project had a formal relation focused on process evaluations; and secondly 

relating internally within the project teams, which was actually dictated by policy standards on 

consortium participation that in effect drew the boundaries on managerial action. This led to 

subsequent loss of managerial leverage as a group leader and inflexibility (lack of choice) in 

handling change in project activities. The outcome of this was that projects often complied with 

performance standards and did not achieve their goals. Tables 1 and 2 show, as found in empirical 

data, information about the boundary roles and activities of the project managers and Table 2 

show information about boundary activities. Table 3 shows the tensions between the policy and 

the project and Table 4 shows how the management of project activities was affected.  

 

The first thing to notice in these Tables is that the boundary role of the project manager 

changes according to the evaluation focus of the policy, from task coordinating and controlling to 

communicating, building protective layers and buffer. Due to the lack of opportunity for the 

project manager to bring up boundaries and create a group identity in eTEN projects as a leader 

usually does, task coordination and control becomes difficult – adding the limitations of 

participation rules, coordination becomes loose, trying essentially to coordinate through the 

management deliverables (e.g. work packages) rather than activities themselves. In IST projects 

the project manager was more involved in the technical tasks and had more control over 

operational activities and more influence over a group identity. Therefore, buffering and bringing 

up boundaries over their teams became secondary boundary activities; instead, spanning (in the 

form of stage management and external liaison) took precedence. By focusing more on the 

project manager’s boundary role rather than his role as a group leader, the manipulation of 

project performance objectives took precedence over project goals (efficiency over effectiveness) 

and resulted in operational incoherence in project activities and lack of a coherent group identity. 
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In addition, the fact that the project manager focused on the policy boundaries more did not help 

to resolve issues with the interfaces with the market and/or users, resulting in the compromise of 

several performance objectives in the projects. This intensified the pressure upon the project 

manager to focus on his outward boundary role, accelerating the above process further.  

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the aggregated findings from the 14 projects. The findings show 

clearly the power and dependency elements in the relational ties between policy and projects and 

the impact that these ties on the management of the project. Figure 5 shows the conceptual 

causal flowchart abstracted from these relational maps, which contributes to theory.  In these 

Figures (3 and 4) we depict the causality in the relations between policy and project. The flow of 

influence runs form the policy to the project through the policy’s strategic rationale and 

implementation instruments-first it creates a tension in the roles of the project manager and then 

it creates demands to be satisfied at the expense of actual performance. There are three 

consequences of these relations abstracted (Figure 5): first, the management of operational 

change in project activities; second, the management of internal relationships-coordination within 

the project group; and third, the level of openness to relationships in the network.  

The three main findings were that because the systemic relation between innovation 

policy were dominated by the existence of control ties that inhibited flexibility in managerial 

decision making and action, the consequences were first, that the management of operational 

change in project activities was not effective; second, the management of internal relationships-

coordination within the project group was weak; and third, the level of openness to other 

relationships in the network were neglected.  

This is contradictory of what the Triple Helix theory advocates. The explanations in the 

relational maps show how the policy implementation instruments divert managerial decision 

making and action towards boundary management. Boundary management however is not 

directed to the rest of the network but only to the main stakeholder; and the internal relations 

suffer as well since the leadership role of the project manager is restricted and the group is not in 

many instances cohesive and unified. The boundary roles of the project manager as planner and 

communicator overwhelm the roles as a task controller /coordinator and change is not dealt with 

appropriately. Therefore the internal ties suffer more than the external relationships of the 

project. The outcome is that the optimal innovation is often missed.  
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Boundary roles  

eTEN  IST 

The role is that of ambassador and scout an 

externally focused role but limited 

negotiation power – limits the role of task 

coordinator and guard,   

The project manager has to prove the value of the technical 

product; product champion – again externally focused role, 

more coherent culture amongst participants demand more 

control in task coordination – depends on consortium and 

leader’s background (technical)   

 

Table 1: Comparison of the boundary roles of the eTEN and IST project managers.     

 

 

Table 2: Comparison of the Boundary activities.    

 

 

 FP5 eTEN tensions  IST projects  

Definition  

Types of 

relationships 

Project is perceived as a commission planed with a set of obligations towards the sponsor to 

achieve a goal, which is shared by participants  

Relating revolves around a common professional goal and a commissioning goal – many times 

these are different and there is goal conflict  

Short and temporary collaborations  discrete, bounded and relatively short term alliances-  

however can be more permanent according to coalition formations of professionals in core 

regional clusters  

Goal congruence difficult due to diversity of professionalism and the weak leader role  

Characteristics  

 

Policy role commissioning and controlling project 

process – outputs   

Weak bridging function leading to pools of experts 

that repeat collaborations – regional clusters of 

research markets   

policy role commissioning and 

controlling according to economic and 

social criteria - Evaluation focus on 

management process and output   

Weak bridging functions depends on 

regional clusters of innovation   

Tensions in the 

policy/project 

boundary  

1. The project goals (validation vs deployment) 

substitute each other as alternatives – most 

projects choose validation as an easy way out.  

2. Evaluation focuses on project management 

process efficiency not the actual goal which is 

either validation or deployment.  

3. Institutional void which leads to lack of 

coordination of research priorities effectively.  

1. Social vs economic project goals.  

2. The evaluation system leading to 

boundary tensions (similar to the 

eTENs).  

3. The institutional void as mentioned in 

the eTENs.  

1. Focus on management process and not on the outcomes emphasizes the boundary role of 

the project manager.  

2. Project managers have limited negotiation power and focus on their boundary role.  

3. Participation rules inhibit the project manager role as a group leader to buffer his team and 

create a group identity.  

4. Project managers have limited choice act flexibly to deal with changes in project activities.  

 

Table 3: Comparison of tensions in the policy boundary space between the policy and the  

projects.  

 

Boundary activities (common patterns)  

Spanning Bring up Buffering 

The  project manager focuses on 

stage management rather than 

deployment/market need Cannot 

negotiate much  

The  project manager is adjusting 

to measurement Systems  and 

aligning with agendas  

The  project manager in eTEN s 

cannot buffer his team and is too 

busy to bring up boundaries-IST 

possible   
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Table 4: Project management tasks in the two projects.   

 

These conclusions can be taken further to suggest first is that in circumstances where 

project activities are less predictable (uncertainty), like in innovation, and where these activities 

involve many stakeholders (complexity), empirical evidence shows that operational flexibility 

(equifinality) and boundary management become very significant to practice successfully. It seems 

that the more unpredictable the outcome of the project is deemed, the less control over 

management process is required in relational ties at a systems level.  

 

All the above are illustrated in the relational maps and causal flowchart in Figure 3, 4 and 

5 and then the findings will be contrasted with the theory in the conclusions and the contribution 

of the study will be underlined.  

 

Project management tasks in eTEN  Project management tasks in ISTs  

Planning = formal, detailed, strict, to fit contract 

requirements  WPs   

Performance oriented   

Planning = formal, detailed, strict, to fit contract 

requirements WPs  

Performance oriented   

Communication = Focus on external formal 

communication - Low communication with other 

projects- inhibited within project team   

Collaboration is Dictated  

Communication = Focus on external formal 

communication- Inhibited within project team- Low 

communication with other projects –the needs of 

technical tasks follow the path of documentation  

Collaboration is dictated  

Control and coordination = Low – project islands 

– the  project manager  has to restrict task risk 

but is not close enough to participants to 

coordinate closely- avoid change and fulfil the 

contract  

Control and coordination = Low - emphasis on 

accountability– the  project manager  has to restrict task 

risk but is not close enough to coordinate closely – avoid 

change to fulfil the contract   
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Figure 3: A detailed relational map of the interactive dynamics between the eTEN policy and projects.   

 

 

 

 

Boundary Management  

 

 

  

• Project manager focuses on stage 

management   

• The role is that of ambassador and scout 

instead of task coordinator and guard 

• Cannot negotiate much + Participation rules – 

project manager  ends up doing admin work   

• The Project Manager cannot buffer his team 

and is too busy to bring up boundaries  

• Instead the project manager  is adjusting 

measurement Systems  and aligning with 

agendas  
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Tensions in the Boundary 

• Participation rules  

• Transnational collaboration – Validation of markets 

or deployment in markets through a venture  

• Deployment objective lost in evaluations  

• Negotiation is mainly budget cutting  

• Evaluation procedures not set up to deal with project 

change   

• Institutional void Lack of infrastructural cohesion  

 

 

 

Implementation rationale → 

•  Continuous and systematic controlling through 

monitoring –measurement procedures and 

participation rules  

 

Project Management Tasks  

Planning: formal, Work Breakdown 

packages  

Communication: formal through the 

Policy-project boundary and distant 

working with partners    

TTaasskk  ccoonnttrrooll  aanndd  ccoooorrddiinnaattiioonn::  LLooww  

 

Operational Change  

The boundary role dominates the inner- 

boundary-leader role of the project 

manager    

Managing relations becomes the main 

project manager  activity, the Project 

Manager is marginalized and loses 

control over participant’s focus and 

Project 
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Figure 4: A detailed relational map of the interactive dynamics between the IST policy and projects.  

 

 

 

 

Boundary Management  
• The project manager focuses on outputs 

rather than market need (stage management) 

and has to push for the value of the technical 

product because the set objectives create a 

market for specific products  

• The role is that of ambassador and scout 

instead of task coordinator and guard 

• Cannot negotiate much - Participation rules – 

management of consortium limits the power 

of the leader  

• The project manager  is adjusting 

measurement Systems  and aligning with 

agendas  

• However, the project manager  is of technical 

background and is not marginalized  
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Tensions in the boundary 

• The addition of social to economic criteria for 

evaluation of projects.  

• Participation rules do not deliver cohesion in 

cooperative efforts rather than emerging research 

islands/centres which gather all resource 

Infrastructure not arrived in ERA  

• Participation rules add to distance between 

participants.  

• Procedures and mixed priorities create management 

tensions tension.  

• Procedures not suitable to help managing change 

• Negotiation is mainly budget cutting  

Implementation rationale → 

•  Continuous and systematic controlling through 

monitoring –measurement procedures and 

participation rules  

Project Management  

project manager  Tasks  

Planning: formal, Work Breakdown 

packages  

Communication: formal through the 

Policy-project boundary and working 

with partners-not so distant     

Task control and coordination: depends 

on whether the Project Manager 

delegates boundary admin   

Operational Change  

The boundary role can and does in some 

case overwhelm the leadership role of 

the Project Manager. The loss of scope 

and control of Operational Change 

comes from the lack of flexibility 

imposed by infocracy  

 

Project 
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Figure 5: The causal flowchart tracing the causality in the relational ties between policy-project in the EU innovation system.  

 

Implementation 
design: 

evaluation 
instruments   

Task 
requirements 

little flexibility no 
change slack   

Relational stability vs operational flexibility  

Tension between the Boundary and the Project 
Manager roles  

Implementation instruments: 
Top-down rigorous controls on 

management process 
(efficiency) 

Manage operational change  

Relations in their networks   

Leadership – internal 
relations   

Strategic Goal  

Misalignment   
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6. Conclusions   

The study started by noting the gap in the literature regarding the inadequate conceptualization 

of systemic relating between innovation policy and projects in the Triple Helix. We reasoned that 

for this to be rectified we need to start by mapping the dynamic interaction between these two 

actors in the innovation system.  

We started with discussing the conceptualization of relations in the theory of Triple Helix 

and then discussed the same concept in the literature about project networks. We identified the 

characteristics of relating in both occasions and then we proceeded to discuss the empirical 

findings. The study was based on 14 healthcare innovation projects run during the 5
th

 FP EU 

Information Society policy. The multiple case study design was suitable to establish generalizable 

patterns that explain meso level-subsystems phenomena.  We ended by producing a causal 

conceptualization that fills the gap in the theories regarding systemic relational ties.  

The main finding was that because the systemic relations between innovation policy was 

dominated by controlling processes, they inhibited flexibility in managerial decision making and 

action. The three main findings were first, that the management of operational change in project 

activities was not effective; second, the management of internal relationships-coordination within 

the project group was weak; and third, the level of openness to other relationships in the network 

were neglected. Therefore the innovation policy ties with a project need a focus on effectiveness 

and outcomes rather than process outputs. The more unpredictable the outcome of the project is 

deemed, the less control over management process is required in relational ties at a systems 

level.  

 

6.1 Implications for Theory  

The focus of the paper was to investigate what the Triple Helix and project networks literatures 

have to say about relational ties between policy and projects. However it was found that there 

were two gaps: firstly, a generalizable conceptualization of relational ties between subsystems in 

the meso level in the Triple Helix and secondly, a similar gap in the project network field. 

Therefore the study contributes in both fields with a meso level relational map and causal 

flowchart of relational dynamic interaction from a short-term (project=temporary organization) 

perspective.  
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There are two reasons why the study of systemic relations is important in modern 

innovation theory, instead of just a mere additional conceptualization. In the start of the paper 

we discussed that the fusion and permeation of boundaries in the Triple Helix causes rigid 

structures and interfaces to loosen up, allows for the migration of production activities, the 

blurring of skills and roles  and ultimately a closeness of worlds. This as an effect changes the role 

of policy in the system: apart from a coordinating role through creating and enforcing institutions, 

policy now has to play a bridging role and connect different social systems together in order to 

instigate collaborative productivity, and this brings up the need to coordinate intensive 

interaction. The issue of power asymmetry and other types of tensions through the system 

boundaries become salient. Policy needs to find a balance between intervention and quasi-

governance models to create and implement initiatives. We need more knowledge about how 

innovation policy has actually been designed and implemented and the forces that govern these 

activities. The development of policy implementation instruments is also a field that needs to 

adjust its frameworks to innovation systems.  

Studies like this will reveal the exact workings of policy in this fundamentally relational 

system. This study has revealed that the weak point of EU innovation policy is the lack of 

implementation instruments that allow other actors to deal with systemic and operational 

change. Studies like this have to be continued to develop the meso-analytical level of policy 

practices in an innovation system.  

The second reason why the study of systemic relations is important in modern innovation 

theory is the lack of conceptualization of the project in it. Innovation project management is 

severely underdeveloped and it is so deterministic that it contradicts the fluidity premises in the 

project network field. The role of the project in an innovation system is to float between the 

boundaries and become itself a hybrid-collaborative space between different subsystems. From 

the project point of view, relating in its network means managing uncertain ties and boundaries 

that are unpredictable and continuously redefined, with limited institutional buffers and reliance 

on informal or contractual ties to gain predictability. But project literature is mainly influenced by 

the hard systems approach-descending from the engineering and construction professional 

traditions, where the project has impermeable boundaries and relates through linear interactions 

as if they are in relatively stable, longstanding processes; despite the fact that the way projects 

relate and function in their environment is different, practice falls short to help managing the 

evolutionary non-linear processes in  innovation projects.  
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Finally, both innovation and network theories would benefit if they incorporated a 

relational perspective of less permanent organizations-and projects are ideal for this.  

Important point to make is that the arguments in this paper might easily be 

misunderstood for an argument against policy control mechanisms. In fact the paper questions 

only the overreliance on process measures and proposes that these should be improved by 

embedding relational systemic concepts in them. The subjects in the projects expressed exactly 

that: not the absence of rigorous control but the complementation of control with instruments 

that will provide more flexibility are required in modern innovation project management. Why 

doesn’t change happen in the project management of innovation?  

 

6.2 Paths for further research  

Developing relational maps and causal flowcharts about meso level relations is very important for 

the development of theories associated with the explanation of linkages in innovation systems. 

Either in innovation systems or project network theories, the lens has to be more focused on the 

specific and less abstract and generic to adequately explain the dependencies in each 

environment. Steadily, more variables should be incorporated in the study of these relational 

maps – regional-geographical and cultural systems, institutional influences other than policies, 

etc.                                          

Further research also is needed on the relational ties of different types of projects in 

order to see different variations of these maps. This will eventually lead to the identification of 

common behavioural patterns that will provide theory with generalizable and more abstract 

results.  

The use of relational maps and causal flowcharts at the practice of policy 

implementation instruments should be further investigated in order to design more effective 

implemented policies.  

Finally, further research should focus towards more Systems Thinking concepts like 

boundary management etc in both macro-oriented theories like the Triple Helix and project 

management and networks. Applications like Systems Dynamics and Discrete Event 

Simulation can be used to map both the system and its relational dynamics for better 

understanding of innovation systems.  
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